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Zhiyun smooth 4 app android

NEED TO KNOW BEFORE USE: 1.APP smooth 4 called ZY play, which is available in the App Store for iOS, Google Play for Android. Filmic Pro supports Zhiyun Smooth 4 too. 2. Please remove the phone case and install your smartphone gimbal and BALANCE gimbal before powering gimbal. If balanced, you will not fall left or right,
back or forward even gimbal is out of balance: Tutorial: 1. 2. tutorial Brett: 3rd tutorial Jason Vong: 4.6-side calibration: 5. firmware update: 6. Filmic Pro+Smooth 4: 7. Instructions for use in Http://bit.ly/2wTrHlf Troubleshooting: 1. If your gimbal woks well, but FALLS for one minute or two, it is possible gimbal is not balanced well. 2. The red
light at the bottom means that the engine is overloaded because it is not balanced, remove the phone case and balance the gimbal well with heavy phones. 3. If you want to put a phone case or lens on your smartphone while using, a universal counterbalance may firmware upgrade: 1. Install the driver on your computer 2. Install upgrade
tools 3 on your computer. Download Firmware 4. Connect gimbal to computer 5. Open the upgrade tools, power your gimbal, click the open port 6. Load using firmware tools. 7. It will be updated. Watch this video: Accessories Available: Case: Microphone Mount: Microphone set: Lightning cable: Type C cable: MicroUSB cable: 2in1 flash
adapter: Counterweight: If you need help, please send us a message or post on Facebook Group: We will update this post constantly if you find anything useful, please tell us. Support Model Description Permission Description ZY Play iOS 2.7.8 version iOS 9.0 or later compatible with the following devices: iPhone XS Max, iPhone XS,
iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone SE, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6 ZY Play Android 2.6.6 version android 5.0 or higher compatible with the following devices: Google X Pixel, Pixel 2 XL, Pixel 2, Pixel 2, Pixel, Pixel, Nexus Nexus Nexus 6, Nexus 5X Samsung Galaxy S9 Plus, Galaxy
S9, Galaxy S8 Plus, Galaxy S8, Galaxy Note 8 Huawei P9, P20 Pro, P10 Plus, P10, Mate 9, Mate 8, Mate 10 Pro, Mate 10 OnePlus 6, 5T, 5, 3T, 3Xiaomi Redmi Note 4X, Redmi Note 3, MI 6, MI 5, MI 5, MI 5, MI 4 Lge G6, G5 Smartisan U1 Pro, Nuts Pro 2 Oppo R9s, Find X Vivo X7, NEX *Support list is constantly updated. **Features
are not available on all devices. ZY Play is a professional camera app designed for ZHIYUN stabilizer users to enable a quick and easy way to use our stabilizers. By combining our app, you will be able to fully explore the features of ZHIYUN stabilizers. By highlighting professional services, zhiyun team will accelerate the app update with
new features and performance improvements, making your filmmaking experience even more delightful and personal! Features: Record high quality videos with 4K resolution Capture wide views Panorama Enable amazing night shooting with long exposure Create emotional aura or stress moment In slow motion Perfectly imagine the
passage of time timelapse Realize the more dynamic visual effects of 3-axis Timelapse Feature Vertigo mode, making cinematic filmmaking accessible to all! Adjust the camera params on your phone with just one tap Manual mode Apply filters to bring out the beauty of your photos Customize params directly using the Control Panel
Stabilizer Intelligent Engines under Scene mode Upload up and share your videos from the online community Lightollector Change your video with incredible shots Video Editor *** Some features may not be available on all devices Compare features iOS and Android Features iOS Android Video Available panorama Available, but the
result may depend on the shooting environment available but the result may depend on the shooting environment Multiple exposure Available Available Long-term Exposure Available Available Available Available In Slow Motion Available Depending on the phone model Timelapse Available Dependent phone model Motion Timelapse
Available Dependent phone model Vertigo effect Available Depends on the phone model Available Switch between front and back cameras Available On Albums Available Resolution May depend on phone model resolution may depend on phone model resolution may depend on phone model manual mode Params and scale may depend
on phone model Params and scale may depend on the phone model Grid Available Flashlight Available Flashlight Available Available For Stabilisation Available In Scene Mode Available Available Available Remote Control Available Available Remote Control Available Remote Control Available Free Motor Torque Available Video Quality
Available Offline Calibration Available For Motor Calibration Available Params Available In Device Information Available Available Video/Photo Edito Available Unattainable App Permissions for Android 6.0 (Marshmallow), Google a new rights model for accessing sensitive information. All Android apps must request permission at runtime
to access sensitive information. ZY Play requires sensitive permissions: Phone token, location token, storage permission, camera token, five categories of permissions that all applications require at this stage, require these permissions to realize features, and never collect sensitive information or data without users' knowledge. For more
information, visit Android 6.0 Changes Note: New permissions may be added to features of the increased phone token Unique ID identification devices have realized the notification function zy play and Lightollector Location Permission ZY Play is connected to stabilizers via Bluetooth. Hardware IDs are required to access peripherals
(stabilizer) for Bluetooth. Location permission Storage Permission Permission PERMISSION ZY Play access phone Memory / SD card to record and/or open videos and /or photos Camera Enable permissions that are required to record and shoot videos with microphone permission required to realize the video features zhiyun smooth 4
gimbal you make professional movie recordings on your smartphone. Gimbal stabilizes the phone, which allows you to save images that do not move. You control both gimbal and your smartphone buttons handle. To do this, download the ZY Play app and connect the stabilizer to your phone. So you don't have to touch the screen on your
smartphone to control the camera. The wheel on the side is used for zooming in and out. When you press the FN switch button, you focus on the wheel. Do you want to follow a moving theme like a cyclist? That's what you do by tracking an object. Select the theme and the stabilizer will follow it automatically. Please note compatible
smartphones are: iPhone 6, 6s, 7, 8, X and plus versions, Google Pixel2, Google Pixel2 XL, Google Pixel, Google Pixel XL, Google Nexus 6, Google Nexus 6p, Google Nexus 5x, Samsung S8, Samsung S7+, Samsung S7+ Samsung S7, Samsung S7 edge, Samsung S6, Samsung S5, Samsung 8, Samsung Note7, Huawei P10, Huawei
P10 Plus, Huawei P9, Huawei Mate 10, Huawei Mate 9, Huawei Mate 8, Huawei Mate S, OnePlus 5, OnePlus 5T, OnePlus 3, OnePlus 3T, Xiaomi 6, Xiaomi 65 Xiaomi 5s, Xiaomi 4, Redmi Note 4x, Redmi Note 3, LG G6, LG G5, Smartisan NUT Pro 2, Smartisan U1 Pro, Oppo R9s, Vivo X7. Not all other smartphone models are fully
compatible with this stabilizer. Zhiyun Smooth 4 Gimbal captures a professional film on his smartphone. Gimbal stabilizes the phone, which allows you to save images that do not move. You control both gimbal and your smartphone buttons handle. To do this, download the ZY Play app and connect the stabilizer to your phone. So you
don't have to touch the screen on your smartphone Act. The wheel on the side is used for zooming in and out. When you press the FN switch button, you focus on the wheel. Do you want to follow a moving theme like a cyclist? That's what you do by tracking an object. Select the theme and the stabilizer will follow it automatically. Please
note compatible smartphones include: iPhone 6, 6s, 7, 8, X and plus versions, Google Pixel2, Google Pixel2 XL, Google Pixel, Google Pixel XL, Google Nexus 6, Google Nexus 6p, Google Nexus 5x, Samsung S8, Samsung S8, Samsung S7, Samsung S7 edge, Samsung S6, Samsung S6, Samsung S6 edge, Samsung S5, Note
Samsung8, Samsung Note7, Huawei P10, Huawei P10, Huawei P9 Huawei, Mate 10 , Huawei Mate 9, Huawei Mate 8, Huawei Mate S, OnePlus 5, OnePlus 5T, OnePlus 3T, Xiaomi 6, Xiaomi 5, Xiaomi 5s, Xiaomi 4, Redmi Note 4x, Redmi Note 3, LG G6, LG G5, Smartisan NUT Pro 2, Smartisan U1 Pro, Oppo R9s, Vivo X7. Not all other
smartphone models are fully compatible with this stabilizer. Stabilizer.
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